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Abstract

Recovery principles and practice are being implemented in Australia. In long stay psychiatric hospital wards structured around staff routines and shifts, concern with risks and policy constraints, enacting recovery methods is challenging. During a placement at a regional psychiatric hospital in NSW, a social work student undertook a reminiscence intervention to influence the nurses’ deficit-focused view of the patients with severe and persistent mental illness that they cared for. Three examples of how the reminiscence process was used are described. The staff reported perceiving the people they cared for differently after hearing about aspects of their lives outside the hospital setting. Reminiscence interventions have the potential to be used as a tool in the recovery journey in mental health and within the hospital setting. The reminiscence project was a challenging student placement that provided valuable learning for the social work team.

Introduction

Australian mental health services are universally taking on recovery principles and practice as the most effective and appropriate way to deliver treatment and support to people with mental illnesses and their families and carers. While the recovery approach has contested definitions and meanings [1] it is mostly described as person-centered and directed; embedded in lived experience and narratives of service users experience [2]; and different to clinical recovery or the measureable absence of symptoms [3]. In long stay psychiatric hospital wards structured around staff routines and shifts, concern with risks and policy constraints, enacting recovery methods is challenging for all social workers including students.

Australian student social workers complete two 500 hour placements during their degree. The broad aim of these placements is to learn about the social work role and the ways theory is applied in practice [4]. Students rely on their supervisors to understand the practice arena sufficiently to support learning and reflection and challenge the student’s thinking and values [5]. When the practice concepts and theory are new, student and supervisor have an opportunity to learn together. In the placement described here the social work team had been looking for a way to apply recovery principles. The student placement provided the ideal opportunity to try something new. The student task was to identify and implement a recovery oriented project with hospital patients and social workers. The project and placement was to conclude with a social work team evaluation about the perceived impact and sustainability of the project.

This paper describes the application of a reminiscence intervention that intended to explore the lives of the patients with severe and persistent mental illness and reconnect them and their families with lives outside the hospital and mental illness treatment. Following an explanation of reminiscence interventions, the context and method of the project is detailed and an example of the way it was implemented described. The social work team evaluation is outlined.

Reminiscence is the process of recalling memories of one’s self in the past [6]. The therapeutic intent of reminiscence comes from Erikson’s theory of psychosocial development where successfully completing each stage is necessary for a balanced life. While reminiscence is described as a universally occurring and natural process for integrating past experiences, especially conflicts, into current experience; it is thought to be valuable as a facilitated process that brings a balanced perspective to current circumstances [7]. Reminiscence interventions, which include biography, life review, life history, and life stories, aim to gather an account of a person’s life and in doing so impact upon the individual’s care [8]. The goals of reminiscence interventions are diverse and include preserving/uncovering identity, humanising beyond medical diagnoses and to inform individualised care [9].

Undertaking a review of life challenges and accomplishments suggests that reminiscence interventions will be most effective for older people. For example, within an older population with depression, reminiscence therapy has produced results comparable to cognitive behavioural therapy and antidepressant medications [8,10]. However reminiscence has been shown to not be restricted to old age but closely linked with the re-construction of self-schemas and having positive associations with life satisfaction and well-being for younger people as well [11,12]. Further, patients, family and staff have described reminiscence interventions as an enjoyable activity [9].

The re-constructive nature of positive reminiscence has prompted the use of reminiscence interventions in a variety of health settings with positive impacts on life-satisfaction and emotional well-being of participants, particularly older adults [6,13]. Given that hospitalisation poses a potential threat to psychological well-being and life satisfaction [14], ways of ameliorating those effects for people in hospital for years is needed.
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However, there are questions about the appropriateness of reminiscence for people with mental illness. Some authors have argued that to achieve reduced symptoms and improved self-esteem, reminiscence requires the construction of a coherent and consensually valid personal narrative where one is a meaningful agent [15]. Other research suggests that the functions of reminiscence are significantly impaired in individuals suffering schizophrenia, who have greater difficulties with extracting meaning from their memories and making connections with self-identity [16,17]. Challenges in undertaking the process do not necessarily mean it is a bad idea. Rather, from a recovery perspective the meaning making is what is significant and relevant to the person reminiscing, not if it is coherent to practitioners.

It may be that the way reminiscence interventions were implemented in some studies was unsuitable for the participants. Willemse, et al. [18] studied the impact of a structured reminiscence program for older persons with a severe mental illness, the majority of whom resided in a psychiatric hospital. Topics focused on simple positive memories, and the majority of participants completed the process and stated that they were satisfied with the program. Participants with a psychotic disorder showed a significant increase in depression symptoms yet this appeared to be mitigated by an improvement in life satisfaction [18].

The strength of reminiscence intervention evidence is limited by varied methods of implementations, a lack of standardised interventions and diversity in the populations it is applied to [19]. However, with the majority of studies to date reporting positive outcomes, reminiscence interventions have potential to be one way of enacting recovery principles within the hospital setting.

**Context**

The project took place in a psychiatric hospital in NSW, Australia as part of a social work student placement. Social work staff at the hospital believed that patients in the long stay wards were viewed primarily in terms of their mental illness including seeing their life experiences, needs and wishes as only those that occurred in hospital and in relation to their interactions with health workers. This view was supported by the details of medications and professional opinions recorded in individual files over years that were often the only history of patient’s lives. The files were clinically focused and did little in the way of recounting the uniqueness or personhood of the individual [21].

The social work student was asked to find or develop; and implement a reminiscence intervention that had the following aims;

- Construct positive descriptions of patient lives and experiences
- Provide a vehicle for building upon identity and personhood of patients
- Increase quality and quantity of communication and social connections with staff & family
- Provide a way to record and store meaningful personal documents such as photos, certificates and letters

The social work team perceived that changing a dehumanised view of hospital residents was one way of implementing recovery principles in the inpatient setting. Using a reminiscence intervention to record an alternative life story of patients and sharing it with nursing staff was the chosen strategy to construct alternative narratives and challenge deficit focused language [22].

During the time of the intervention, late 2013, the ward accommodated 19 people, with a bed limit of 20. Ten females and 9 males were in residence with age ranging from 33yrs to 67yrs. The average age was 54 years. The length of stay of residents at the psychiatric hospital ranged from 1yr to 39yrs with an average length of stay of 12 and a half years. The predominant diagnoses of the residents were schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorders.

A resource was needed to guide the reminiscence intervention and record the personal stories. A personal life history booklet developed by local mental health staff for patients experiencing dementia was reviewed by the social work team and suggestions were made for its revision. The revised workbook contained closed questions about what were broadly considered positive memories, such as special memories from childhood, special relationships and favourite family traditions. As one aim of the project was to strengthen familial communications, the booklet was developed to be completed with a loved one or close care staff, and included additional questions such as “family member’s special memories of me” and specific strengths based questions such “what are your qualities?” [22].

**Implementation**

The social work team identified the annual family day as a good way to commence the project and involve family in providing information and stories for the reminiscence. Patients and nurses were informed about the project and that it would start on family day. On the annual family open day, residents were asked if they would like to participate. Booklets were distributed to the family members of those who wanted to complete the activity. Instructions were to focus on pleasant memories and to take as much time as needed. Twelve families were given a booklet and five were returned on the day, with four other families indicating their intention to complete and return the booklet. Feedback to social workers suggested that filling out the booklet was an enjoyable and important activity for family and residents.

One resident, Maree a 48 Aboriginal woman who had not had contact with her family for over 20 years was reunited with her younger sister, Tammie, and her nieces and nephews on the annual family day. The family used the booklet to guide the conversation over the course of the day, Tammie discussed Maree excelling in sports during her teens, stories from family holidays and personal strengths such as respect for elders, a caring and trusting nature.

Following the family day the student worked with Yvonne, a 32 year old woman diagnosed with treatment resistant schizophrenia. Yvonne’s family had not started the booklet and so the student began working through this document with her several times over the course of a few weeks. The life history booklet served as a prompt as Yvonne would excitedly elaborate on her favourite childhood memories and the skills and abilities she saw in herself, such as being a loyal friend and caring person. Yvonne took the initiative of collecting photographs and sharing collected photographs and recalled associated stories about her family and herself, information that was written down as she spoke. Yvonne talked about how much she enjoyed sharing stories. With Yvonne’s permission, the student contacted Yvonne’s mother to obtain additional details of events Yvonne had recalled.

The final booklet was around seven pages, which consisted of a cover page with a picture of Yvonne that she chose and a background with her favourite colour. The booklet also contained photographs with captions, a short story detailing Yvonne’s personal achievements, such as her studying and working in the hospitality industry and her more recent successes of increasing her physical activity and taking her
The final booklet contained Yvonne’s values and strengths, as well as a family tree with pictures. Once this was complete the student read the story to Yvonne and then gave her the booklet. Yvonne smiled and thanked the student for her story booklet.

The student assisted in completing a reminiscence booklet for another resident, Greg. He had been a resident of the ward for over a decade. As part of Greg’s life story, the student interviewed the nurse unit manager (NUM) of the ward. The NUM described how hard Greg had worked on improving his mental health, how he was trustworthy and an all-round “good bloke”. After reading him his life story including the NUM’s interview, Greg smiled and said “that’s lovely, what he [the NUM] said”.

In another example, one person was frequently referred to in patient files as “intrusive” and “demanding”. The social work student interviewed a nursing staff member about this particular resident using strengths orientated language “If ………. moved out of the ward, what would be most missed about them?” “What do you see as………. strengths?” “What is a story that demonstrates………. strengths/unique characteristics?” Following this interview the social work staff noted that the language used to describe patient behaviours made a marked move from deficit-focused to a more strengths orientation. For example this resident was referred to as “being a good mother”.

**Evaluation**

The four aims of the project – to construct positive descriptions of patient’s lives, provide a tool for building upon patient identity, increase connections with staff and family and record personal documents – were achieved during the student placement.

The feedback received from residents who participated in the reminiscence project was positive. Key aspects of the project that made it positive for the student were frequent consultation with patients and supporting their wishes in the way the booklet was developed. The student found that during times between consultations with the patients, some would spontaneously approach her to recount a memory about them, or thank her for recovering their photographs. As old photographs were uncovered, staff showed a keen interest which sparked positive interactions with residents. It appeared that the salient aspect of the intervention was the process of creating the booklet. The process included listening, respecting and developing a trusting relationship with the patient and involving their family where possible. Without these elements it would not be possible to achieve the goals of the project [23]. This also achieved the aim of having some record of the patient’s life that included photos and stories from outside the hospital.

The social work team noted in social work team reflection that during the course of the student’s placement, the reminiscence project appeared to have changed staff perceptions of patients in the ward. It was noted that nursing staff, which were previously observed to have their interactions with patients limited to medical and behavioural interventions were reviewing residents’ photographs and life history booklets and asking questions of the residents. Social workers perceived these interactions as person-centered and strengths based rather than clinical interest in mental illness symptoms.

The social work reflection identified the student’s participation was a key element of the project. The student had the time to identify the reminiscence resources, sit down with patients and families and work through the booklets, to search through old medical records for information and to spend time with staff collecting their stories of the people in the ward. The project provided learning opportunities for the student around ethical practice, recovery orientation and implementing new approaches within a multi-disciplinary team. The social workers also perceived the reminiscence activities would be sustainable because the process was developed, the tools were trialled and suitable and the impact had been tested.

While the project was new for the social work team as well as the student, the social work supervisor was able to support the student through critiquing the available tools of reminiscence and reflecting on and addressing the ethical dilemmas that arose. The key ethical dilemma is a critically important challenge to social work practice – risk of harm from a social work led intervention. People’s personal values frequently uphold the importance of family connections and nostalgia for past significant events [15]. Professional social work values frequently uphold the importance of family connections and nostalgia for past significant events [15]. Professional social work values recognise personal and cultural diversity upholding the right to choose change focussed interventions where ever possible. Personal trauma histories and family violence and abuse could be reasons for not undertaking reminiscence interventions but people should not be denied the opportunity because of fear of harming them. Somehow the reminiscence option needs to be offered and explained to people so they can choose for themselves.

**Conclusion**

Reminiscence is connected to the development of identity and has been linked with positive psychological functioning. Reminiscence interventions have yielded positive results, however much more research is needed to provide conclusive results and to provide practitioners with best practice guidelines. Social workers in psychiatric hospitals are critical elements in enacting recovery principles because of the profession’s concern with family and context as important elements of a person’s life. Typically task focussed psychiatric hospital social workers may have to make time to work differently if they want to use reminiscence in their work. As reminiscence interventions may have the potential to be used as a tool in the recovery journey in mental health, this is an area that warrants further investigation.
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